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BLOCK 2  INTRODUCTION  

Block two of this course also contains following Six Units: 

Unit 7 Count your Things: The main objective of this unit is to enable you 

to learn and understand the counting of words and numbers in Persian. The 

unit is supported by many exercises and examples to consolidate your 

learning. 

Unit 8 Days of a Week: The main objective of this unit is to enable you to 

learn counting Persian days of the week. This unit is also supported by many 

exercises and examples to consolidate your learning. 

Unit 9 Months of an Iranian Calendar: The main objective of this unit is to 

enable you to become familiar with the months of year in Persian. 

Unit 10 Seasons of a Year: In this unit you will learn the names and months 

of a particular season of Iran.  You will also learn how to pronounce it in 

Persian. 

Unit 11 In the Restaurant: The prime objective of this unit is to make you 

familiar with some new Persian words. You will also learn some Persian 

sentences used in a restaurant. 

Unit 12 In the Garden: This unit has been prepared to familiarize you with 

the common expressions that are used while visiting the garden. 
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II Count Your Thinkgs 

UNIT 7 COUNT YOUR THINGS !"#$ 

"#$%&"'()*  

Structure 

7.0  Objectives 

7.1 Introduction 

7.2 Revision 

7.3 New Words for Counting 

7.4 Exercise-1 

7.5 Exercise-2 

7.6 New Persian Numbers for Counting 

7.7 Exercise-3 

7.8 Exercise-4 

7.9 New Persian Numbers for Counting 

7.10 Exercise-5 

7.11 Exercise-6 

7.12 New Persian Numbers for Counting 

7.13 Exercise-7 

7.14 Exercise-8 

7.15 Exercise-9 

7.16 Exercise-10 

7.17 Ordinal Numbers 

7.18 Exercise-11  

7.0  OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this unit is to enable you to learn and understand the 

counting words and numbers used in Persian. The unit is supported by many 

exercises and examples to consolidate your learning. 

7.1  INTRODUCTION 

In this unit you will learn to count in Persian which will help you to calculate, 

to solve numerical, to buy and sell things and to count things around you. 

This unit contains some exercises to enhance and calculate your learning 

process and make you completely familiar with the Persian numbers. Let us 

start with a quick revision of what you have learnt in the previous unit. 

7.2  REVISION 

Read the following Persian words loudly. 
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Meaning Transliteration Persian Word 

Question Porsesh +,-. 

Postman Postchi /012. 

Chair Sandali /3456 

House Khaane 78"9 

Age Sen :, 

Length Toul ;<= 

Read the following Persian words loudly 

Meaning Transliteration Persian Word 

Fame Maaroof >?-@A 

Secretery Monshi /B5A 

Prime Minister Nakhost Wazir C2D8 ?EF-  

Sunday Yek shanbe GE 7H5$  

7.3  NEW WORDS FOR COUNTING 

In this unit you will learn 1 to 10 Persian counting words for your 

convenience in marketing to calculate and counting the things around you. 

Meaning Pronunciation Figure Persian counting 

words 

Zero Sefr 0 -I6 

One Yek 1 GE 

Two Do 2 ?J 

Three Se 3 7, 

Four Chahar 4 !"K* 

Five Panj 5 L5. 

Six Shesh 6 +$ 

Seven Haft 7 CI' 

Eight Hasht 8 CB' 

Nine Noh 9 78 
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II Count Your Thinkgs 
Ten Dah 10 MJ 

7.4  EXERCISE-1 

Match the numbers with their correct meanings. 

Persian English 

Se 7, Four 

Sefr -I6% One  

Shesh +N$ Three  

Chahaar !"K* Two 

Hasht CB' Zero 

YEk GE Fice 

Panj L5.% Seven 

Do ?J Six 

Haft CI' Ten 

Dah MJ Eight 

Noh 78 nine 

7.5  EXERCISE-2 

Translate Persian in to English 

English Transliteration Persian 

 Panj Dast C,J%L5. 

 Noh Ketaab 78 O"1P  

 Do Medaad JQ4A%?J 

 Hasht Sandali /3456%CB' 

 Chehar otaaq R"=Q%!"K* 

 Haft Miz ()A%CI' 

 Shesh Kaaghaz ST"P%+$%

 Se setaare M!"1,%7, 

 Yek Qalam UVW%GE 
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7.6  NEW PERSIAN NUMBERS FOR COUNTING 

In this unit you will learn 11 to 20 Persian counting words. 

Meaning Pronounciation Figure /,!"X Persian 

counting 

words 

Eleven Yaazdah 11 11 MJF"E 

Twelve Dawaazdah 12 12 MJFQ?J 

Thirteen Sizdah 13 13 MJ(), 

Fourteen Chahaardah 14 14 MJ%!"K* 

Fifteen Paanzdah 15 15 MJ(8". 

Sixteen Shaanzdah 16 16 MJ(8"$ 

Seventeen Hefdah 17 17 M4I' 

Eighteen Hejdah 18 18 M4Y' 

Ninteen Nouzdah 19 19 MJF<8 

Twenty Bist 20 20 C2)Z 

7.7 EXERCISE-3 

Match the numbers with their correct meanings in English. 

Persian /,!"X English 

Paanzdah MJ(8". Nineteen 

Dawaazdah MJFQ?J Fourteen 

Nuzdah MJF<8 Twenty 

Chahaardah MJ!"K* Eighteen 

Hejdah M4Y' Eleven 

Yaazdah MJF"E Thirteen 

Shaanzdah MJ(8"$ Seventeen 

Sizdah MJ(), Twelve 

Bist C2)Z Sixteen 
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II Count Your Thinkgs 
Hefdah M4I' Fifteen 

7.8 EXERCISE-4 

Translate Persian in to English 

English Persian 

 J!QJ%[),%MJ(),%?Q.  

 C,Q%()A%&?!%O"1P%MJ(8"$.  

 C,Q%/3456%MJF"E%R"=Q%!J.  

 J!QJ%R"=Q%M4I'%?Q%\8"9.  

 ]!QJ%C,?J%MJ!"K*%:A.  

 J!QJ%UVW%MJFQ?J%/V^.  

 C,Q%C9!J%MJF<8%_"Z%!J.  

7.9  NEW PERSIAN NUMBERS FOR COUNTING 

In this unit you will learn the decade of Persian counting for your use. 

Meanings Figures /,!"X Pronunciation Persian counting 

words 

Ten 10 10 Dah MJ 

Twenty 20 20 Bist C2)Z 

Thirty 30 30 Si /, 

Forty 40 40 Chehel `K* 

Fifty 50 50 Panjaah M"Y5. 

Sixty 60 60 Shast Ca$ 

Seventy 70 70 Haftaad J"1I' 

Eighty 80 80 Hashtaad J"1B' 

Ninety 90 90 Nawad J<8 

7.10  EXERCISE-5 

Match the numbers with their correct meaning in English. 

Persian  English 
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Panjaah  M"Y5. Ninety 

Haftaad  J"1I'   Thirty 

 !"!# $ J<8 Eighty 

%&'&'( $ `K* Sixty 

Hashtaad  J"1B' Forty 

Si  /, Seventy 

Bist  C2)Z Fifty 

Shast  Ca$ Twenty 

7.11  EXERCISE-6 

Write the Persian words for the given figures as given in the examples below. 

1 Yek GE 8 Hasht CB' 15 Paanzdah MJ(8". 40 Chehel `K* 

2   9   16   50   

3   10   17   60   

4   11   18   70   

5   12   19   80   

6   13   20 Bist  90   

7   14   30   0   

7.12   NEW PERSIAN NUMBERS FOR COUNTING 

In this unit you will learn number of centuries, thousands and mellion. 

Meanings Figures Pronunciation Persian 

counting words 

One Hundred 100 Sad 46%

Two Hundred 200 Devist C2E?J 

Three Hundred 300 Sisad /, 46  

Four Hundred 400 Chaharsad !"K*46  

Five Hundred 500 Paansad 4a8". 

Six Hundred 600 Sheshsad +$ 46  

Seven Hundred 700 Haftsad CI' 46  

Eight Hundred 800 Hashtsad 46%CB' 
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II Count Your Thinkgs 
Nine Hundred 900 Nohsad 78 46  

Thousand 1000 Hazar !Q(' 

Ten Thousand 10, 000 Dah Hazaar %MJ!Q('  

Hundred 

Thousand 
100000 Sad Hazar !Q('46 

Million 1000000 Miliun A)b<)V  

7.13  EXERCISE-7 

Write English counting figures in front of Persian counting words. 

English Figures Pronunciation Persian counting 

words 

 Chaharsud  !"#$% 

 Nohsad  !&'( 

 Devist )*+,- 

 Milioun ./0102 

 Dah Hazar "345&6- 

 Sheshsad  !&78 

 Sad  !&

 Hazar "345 

 Hashtsad  !&)95 

 Paansad  :(#; 

7.14  EXERCISE-8 

The method to understand and memorise all the Persian counting numbers is 

similar to the English method, carefully observe the examples given below. 

English counting Numbrs  Persian counting Persian 

Eighty Seven 87 Hashtaad o Haft  )<5&,&-#=95 

Twenty One 21 Bist o yek  

Ninety Eight 98 Nawad o Hasht  

Hundred One 101 Sad o yek  

Two Hundred Eleven 211 Devist o Yaazdah  

Three Hundred Forty 

Five 
345 Si Sad o Chehl o 

panj 
 

One Thousand Two 1002 Hezaar o do  
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Twenty five 25 Bist o panj  

Thirty Two 32 Si o do  

Forty Three 43 Chehel o se  

Fifty Four 54 Panjaah va Chahar  

Sixty Five 65 Shasat o Panj  

Seventy Six 76 Haftaad o Shash  

7.15  EXERCISE-9  

Write the Persian counting words and figures for the English counting figures 

given below. 

English Numbers Persian Numbers 

109  348  

925  509  

255  234  

486  987  

712  103  

367  428  

616  946  

1012  245  

9012  809  

845  481  

7.16  EXERCISE-10 

Write the English and Persian numbers for the Persian counting words given 

below. 

English Numbers Persian words Persian counting words 

  Chehar Miliun 

  Do Hezaar o dewist o noh 

  Panj Hezaar  o shesh 

  Chahar Hezaar o panj 

  Sad o Shaanazdah 

  PaanSad o Panjaah 

  Navad o hasht 
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  Haft Sad o Hashtaad o panj 

  Shasat va panj 

  Si Sad o Hashtaad 

  Sad o Panjaah 

  Nawad o noh 

7.17  ORDINAL NUMBERS 

Now you will learn the ordinal numbers. An ordinal number can simply be 

made from the ordinal numbers by just adding   (Meem) in the end. There 

are some examples given velow for your convienance. 

Ordinal 

number + 

> 

Ordinal 

number 
English 

equivalent 
transliteration transliteration 

?@+ A+ First yekom Yek 

>,- ,- Second dowwom Do 

>/B 'B Third sewwom Se 

>"#$% "#$% Fourth chaharom Chahar 

?CD;& ED;& Fifth panjom panj 

?5-F#+ 6-F#+ Eleventh Yaazdahom Yaazdah 

?=*0G )*0G Twentieth Bistom Beest 

>3&H& IB& Thirtieth Syom See 

?1$% J$% Fortieth Chehlom Chehel 

> !&  !& Hundredth Sadom Sad 

Note  1 : you can see in the above table that there are two exceptional cases; 

Se 'B (3) becomes Siwwom >/B and  

Si IB (30) becomes Siom IB >3  

Note 2: yekom can also be called Awwal ( K,3  /?@+ ) 
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7.18  EXERCISE-11 

Read and write  

The first daughter K,3&L=M- Dukhtar-e Awwal 

The first month &K,3&6#2 /?@+  Maah-e yekum / Awwal 

Today is the fifth day of 

March 
&F,"&?CD;&F,L23

)B3&H"#2.  

Emrouz Panjum  e roze 

Mars ast 

The sixth student ?98&N/C9(3- Danishjui Shashum 

The tenth day. ?5-&F," Ruz-e  dahom 

The third month >/B&6#2 Mah-e Sewom 

The hundredth year of 

freedom 
KOP=B3&> !&K#B Saal-e sudom-e  istuqlal 
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II Days of a Week 

UNIT 8 DAYS OF A WEEK  !"#$%&#'()  
(Ruzhai hafte) 

Structure 

8.0     Objectives 

8.1     Introduction 

8.2     Revision 

8.3     New words for the seven days of week in Persian 

8.4     Exercise-1 

8.5     Exercise-2 

8.6     Exercise-3 

8.7     Exercise-4 

8.8     Exercise-5 

8.9     Exercise-6  

8.10    Exercise-7 

8.11    Exercise-8 

8.12    Exercise-9 

8.13    Writing Skills. 

8.14    Table-1 

8.15     Exercise-10 

8.16    Exercise-11 

8.17     Exercise-12 

8.18     Table-2 

8.19     Exercise-13  

8.20     Exercise-14  

8.21     Exercise-15 

8.0    OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this unit is to enable you to learn and frequently 

counting Persian days of the week. This unit is supported by many exercises 

and examples to consolidate your learning. 

8.1  INTRODUCTION 

In this unit you will learn the name of seven days of week in Persian, a part 

from that you will learn how to pronounce it in Persian. The unit contains 

some exercises to enhance and consolidate your learning process and make 

you completely familiar with the names of seven days of the week in Persian. 

The attempt has been made to ensure the practice of writing by given 

exercises on the name of seven days of week in Persian. Let us start with a 

quick revision of what you have learnt in the previous unit. 
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8.2  REVISION 

Read the counting words and numbers used in Persian.  

Meaning Pronunciation Figure Persian 

Zero Sefr 0 *"+ 

One YEk 1 ,- 

Two Do 2 (. 

Three Se 3  / 

Four Chahar 4 )&01 

Five Panj 2$ 345 

Six Shesh 6$ 78 

Seven Haft 7 9"# 

Eight Hasht 8 9:# 

Nine Noh 9  ; 

Ten Dah 10 <. 

Note: continue it and memorize it very well. 

8.3  NEW WORDS FOR THE SEVEN DAYS OF 

WEEK IN PERSIAN 

In this unit you will learn the Persian words used for the seven days of week, 

which will make you familiar with the days of week in Persian. 

Order of 

days 
Persian Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 

First day  =48 Shanbe Saturday 

Second day  =4:>- Yek shanbe Sunday 

Third day  !"#$% Do shanbe Monday 

Fourth day  &  !"#   Se shanbe Tuesday 

Fifth day  !"#'()* Chahar shanbe Wedenesday 

Sixth day +",  !"#  Panj shanbe Thursday 

Seventh day  -./ jome Friday 
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II Days of a Week Note: memorize the above mentioned days of week in Persian. 

8.4  EXERCISE-1 

Match the name of week with correct meanings. 

Persian English 

Yek shanbe   !"012  Saturday 

Shanbe  !"#   Sunday 

Se shanbe3 !"#3 & Wednesday 

Jom’e  -./  Thursday 

Chahar shanbe  !"#'()* Friday 

Dou shanbe  !"#$%  Tuesday 

Panj shanbe  !"04",  Monday  

8.5  EXERCISE-2 

Translate Persian in to English. 

English Transliteration Persian 

 Shanbe ruz-e awwal -e 

hafte ast 
3 5673 89$:38;$'3 !"#

<&:.  

 Jome ruz-e aakhir-e hafte 

ast 
38=>?38;$'3 -./ 3 567

<&: 

 Ruz-e Jom’e dabestaan 

tateel ast 
3@(5AB%3 -./38;$'

<&:3CDE-F.  

 yek hafta haft ruz ast 3G23;$'3<673 567

<&:.  

 Khaled ruz-e shanbe 

bimar boud 
3'(.DB3 !"#3;$'3HI(>

%JB.  

 Akbar ruz-e do shanbe be 

dabestaan mirawad 
3 B3 !"#$%3;$'3=!K:

LM3@(5AB% %$'.  

 Note: this exercise is designed to teach you how to use the days of week in 

sentences. 
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8.6  EXERCISE-3 

Write in correct order. 

Sr. No. Transliteration Put in order 

1. Yek shanbe  

2. Jom’e  

3. Chahar shanbe  

4. Se shanbe  

5. Do shanbe  

6. Panj shanbe  

7. Shanbe  

8.7  EXERCISE-4 

Complete the following sentences with the proper days of week in Persian. 

1. ……………………. is the first day of the week. 

2. ……………………..is the last day of the week. 

3. ……………………..is the second day of the week. 

4. ……………………..is the third day of the week. 

5. ……………………..is the fourth day of the week. 

6. ……………………..is the fifth day of the week. 

7. ……………………..is the sixth day of the week. 

Note: this exercise is designed to clear your concept about the days of the 

week in Persian. 

8.8  EXERCISE-5 

Translate / transliterate in to Persian 

1. Saturday is the first day of the week.  

2. Sunday is the second day of the week.  

3. Monday is the third day of the week.  

4. Tuesday is the fourth day of the week.  

5. Wednesday is the fifth day of the week.  

6. Thursday is the sixth day of the week.  

7. Friday is the last day of the week.  
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II Days of a Week 
8.9  EXERCISE-6  

Write in correct forms. 

  Transliteration persian 

1. Shanbe yek   

2. Shanbe do   

3. Shanbe se   

4. Shanbe chahar   

5. Shanbe panj   

6. Jome    

7. Shanbe   

Note: this exercise is designed to teach the right structure of the days of week 

in Persian. 

8.10  EXERCISE-7 

Four options are given below, you have to tick mark on the correct option. 

1. Tick the correct answer. 

(a) Yek shanbe is the first day of the week. ( ) G2 3;$'3NDI$:3 !"#

<&:3 5673;:.  

(b) Shanbe is the first day of the week. ( ) 

(c) Roze home is the first day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Do shanbe is the first day of the week. ( ) 

2. Tick the correct answer. 

(a) Shanbe is the second day of the week. ( ) 

(b) Yek shanbe is the second day of the week. ( ) 

(c) Do shanbe is the second day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Roze Jom’e is the second day of the week. ( ) 

3. Tick the correct answer. 

(a) Chahar shanbe is the third day of the week. ( ) 

(b) Do shanbe is the third day of the week. ( ) 

(c) Se shanbe is the third day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Yek shanbe is the third day of the week. ( ) 

4. Tick the correct answer. 

(a) Se shanbe is the fourth day of the week. ( ) 

(b) Chahar shanbe is the fourth day of the week. ( ) 
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(c) Panj shanbe is the fourth day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Shanbe is the fourth day of the week. ( ) 

5. Tick the correct answer. 

(a) Panj shanbe is the fifth day of the week. ( ) 

(b) Chahar shanbe is the fifth day of the week. ( ) 

(c) Shanbe is the fifth day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Roz-e jome is the fifth day of the week. ( ) 

6. Tick the correct answer. 

(a) Panj shanbe is the sixth day of the week. ( ) 

(b) Roz-e jome is the sixth day of the week. ( ) 

(c) Shanbe is the sixth day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Chahar shanbe is the sixth day of the week. ( ) 

7. Choose the correct answer. 

(a) Shanbe is the last day of the week. ( ) 

(b) Roz-e jome is the last day of the week. ( ) 

(c) Panj shanbe is the last day of the week. ( ) 

(d) Chahar shanbe is the last day of the week. ( ) 

8.11  EXERCISE-8 

Complete the sentences. 

(a) …………………… day is the holiday in Iran. 

(b) …………………….day is the holiday in India. 

(c) ………………………is the first day of week in Iran. 

(d) ……………………….is the last day of the week in Iran. 

(e) …………………….comes after Jome and before yek shanbe. 

(f) ……………………comes after Panj shanbe and before shanbe. 

(g) ………………………comes between yek shanbe and se shanbe. 

8.12  EXERCISE-9 

State whether true or false. 

(a) Se shanbe is the third day of the week.    (    ) 

(b) Shanbe is the last day of the week.     (    ) 

(c) Jome is the first day of the week.     (    ) 

(d) Yek shanbe is the second day of the week.    (    ) 

(e) Do shanbe is the third day of the week.    (    ) 

(f) Chahar shanbe is the fourth day of the week.    (    ) 

(g) Panj shanbe is the sixth day of the week.    (    ) 
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II Days of a Week Note: this exercise is designed to clear your concept of the days of the week 

in Persian.  

8.13  WRITING SKILLS 

The following tables and exercises are designed to help you how to easily 

memorize these days of the week in Persian and what type of skills you have 

to apply in Persian to learn the days of week in Persian. 

8.14  TABLE-1 

This table contains only two days of week in Persian. These days are the first 

and the last day of the week, with meaning and pronunciation. 

First and last days of 

week in Persian 
How to pronounce  Equivalent in English. 

 !"# Shanbe Saturday 

 -./ Jom’e Friday 

Note: here you have noticed one thing. These two days of week in Persian 

have no counting before these words: shanbe and Jome. 

8.15  EXERCISE-10 

Write at least five times in right order these days of week in Persian as you 

have learnt in unit 8.3 

1. 

Equivalent in 

English 
Pronunciation Days of week 

in Persian 
Right order of 

days in 

Persian. 
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2. 

Equivalent in 

English 
Pronunciation Days of week 

in Persian 
Right order of 

days in 

Persian. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

3. 

Equivalent in 

English 
Pronunciation Days of week 

in Persian 
Right order of 

days in 

Persian. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

4. 

Equivalent in 

English 
Pronunciation Days of week 

in Persian 
Right order of 

days in 

Persian. 
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Equivalent in 

English 
Pronunciation Days of week 

in Persian 
Right order of 

days in 

Persian. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

8.16  EXERCISE-11 

Write at least five times the first and the last days of week in Persian. 

1. 

first and last day 

of week in 

Persian 

Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 
Right order 

first and last 

    

    

2. 

first and last day of 

week in Persian 
Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 
Right order 

first and last 

    

    

3. 

Write first and last 

day of week in 

Persian 

Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 
Right order 

first and last 
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4. 

first and last 

day of week in 

Persian 

Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 
Right order 

first and last 

    

    

5. 

Write first and last 

day of week in 

Persian 

Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 
Right order 

first and last 

    

    

8.17  EXERCISE-12 

Choose the correct answer.Yes or No 

1. (a)    Jome is the first day of the week in Persian.   (       ) 

(b) Jome is the second day of the week in Persian.   (       ) 

(c)    Jome is the third day of the week in Persian.  (       ) 

(d) Jome is the last day of the week in Persian.  (       ) 

2. 

(a) Shanbe is the second day of the week in Persian.  (       ) 

(b) Shanbe is the first day of the week in Persian.   (       ) 

(c) Shanbe is the last day of the week in Persian.   (       ) 

(d) Shanbe is the fourth day of the week in Persian.  (       ) 

Note:   I am sure that by now you have got clear concept of days of week in 

Persian. Complete these exercises very carefully. If you find any difficulty in 

understanding the exercises, contact your Persian teacher / counselor. 

8.18  TABLE-2 

This table contains five days of week in Persian. That  means second, third, 

fourth, fifth and sixth days of week in Persian, with pronunciation and 

equivalent in English. 

Right order of 2
nd

 

to 6
th

 days of week 

in Persian 

2
nd

 to 6
th

 days of 

week in Persian 
Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 

Second day  !"012 Yek shanbe Sunday  
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II Days of a Week 
Third day  !"#$% Do shanbe Monday 

Fourth day  &  !"#  Se shanbe Tuesday  

Fifth day  !"#'()* Chahar shanbe Wednesday 

Sixth day +",  !"#  Panj shanbe  Thursday  

Note: here you will have to notice one thing. The second days of week to 

sixth days of week in Persian have counting, that means yek, do se, chehar, 

and panj before the common word shanbe. It will make you easy to learn 

days of week in Persian.  

8.19  EXERCISE-13  

Write at least five times from second day of the week to the sixth day in 

Persian with their pronunciation in a right order. 

1. 

2
nd

 to 6
th

 days of week in 

Persian 
Pronunciation Right order 

   

   

   

   

2. 

2
nd

 to 6
th

 days of week in 

Persian 
Pronunciation Right order 

   

   

   

   

3. 

2
nd

 to 6
th

 days of week in 

Persian 
Pronunciation Right order 
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4. 

2
nd

 to 6
th

 days of week in 

Persian 
Pronunciation Right order 

   

   

   

   

5. 

2
nd

 to 6
th

 days of week in 

Persian 
Pronunciation Right order 

   

   

   

   

8.20  EXERCISE-14  

Transliterate into English. 

  !"012 

  !"#$% 

  &  !"#  

  !"#'()* 

 +",  !"#  

8.21 EXERCISE-15 

Transliterate into Persian 

Sunday   

Monday  

Tuesday   

Wednesday  

Thursday   
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II Months of An Iranian 

Calander UNIT 9 MONTHS OF AN IRANIAN CALANDER 

 !" #$%&'%()!*(+!,  (Maah hai Sal-a Irani) 

Structure  

9.0 Objectives 

9.1 Introduction 

9.2 Revision 

9.3 New words for the twelve months of a year in Iranian calendar. 

9.4 Exercise-1  

9.5 Exercise-2 

9.6 Exercise-3 

9.7 Exercise-4 

9.8 Exercise-5 

9.9 Exercise-6 

9.10 Exercise-7 

9.11 Exercise-8 

9.12 Exercise-9 

9.13 Writing skills 

9.14 Table-1 

9.15 Exercise-1 

9.16 Exercise-2 

9.17 Exercise-3 

9.18 Table-2 

9.19 Exercise-4 

9.20 Exercise-5 

9.21 Exercise-6 

9.0    OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this unit is to enable you to learn and make aware of 

the months of year in Persian. This unit is supported by many exercises and 

examples to consolidate your learning. 

9.1  INTRODUCTION 

In this unit you will learn the words used in Persian for the month of year, 

besides it you will learn how to pronounce it in Persian. This unit contains 

few exercises to enhance and consolidate your learning process and make you 

completely familiar with the names of twelve months of year in Persian. The 

attempt has been made to ensure the practice of writing by given exercises on 

the name of twelve months of year in Persian. 
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 Let us start with a quick revision of what you have learnt in the previous 

unit. 

9.2  REVISION 

Read Persian words used for the seven days of week in Persian. 

Order of days 

in Persian 
Persian words 

of the seven 

days of week 

Pronunciation Equivalent in 

English 

First day -./0 Shanbe Saturday 

Second day -./12' Yek shanbe Sunday 

Third day -./034 Do shanbe Monday 

Fourth day -* -./0  Se shanbe Tuesday 

Fifth day -./05!67 Chahar shanbe Wedenesday 

Sixth day 8/9 -./0  Panj shanbe Thursday 

Seventh day -:;< jome Friday 

Note: memorize it very well. 

9.3 NEW WORDS FOR THE 12 MONTHS OF AN 

IRANIAN CALANDER 

In this unit you will learn the Persian words used for the twelve months of a 

year, which will make you familiar with the months of year, according to the 

Iranian calendar which begins on first Farwardin (21
st
 March). Farwardin is 

the first month of the Iranian calendar. 

Order of Persian months 

according to Iranian 

calendar. 

Persian words used for 

the twelve months of 

year 

Pronunciation 

First month of the Iranian 

calendar 
 !"#$%& Farwardin  

Second month of the Iranian 

calendar 
'()*!"#+ Ordibehesht  

Third month of the Iranian 

calendar 
"+"%, Khordaad  

Fourth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
%-. Tir  

Fifth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
"+"%/ Mordaad  

Sixth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
#0!%)1 Shariwar  

Seventh month of the Iranian 

calendar 
%)/ Mehr  
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Eighth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
2345 Aaban  

Ninth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
#65 Aazar  

Tenth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
7" Dey  

Eleventh month of the 

Iranian calendar 
 8)4 Bahman  

Twelfth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
9:;<+ Esfand  

Note: First six months have thirty one days, next five months have thirty 

days, the last month “Esfand” has twenty Nine days and in the leap year, it 

has thirty days. 

9.4  EXERCISE-1  

Translate in to English  

Translate in to 

English 
Transliteration In Persian 

 Farwardin nakhustin 

maahe saale shaamsi 

Irani ast. 

=>3??/= -@??ABC= !"#$%??&

=D????C+%!+=D????A81=E3????<

'<+.   

 Esfand aakhrin mahe 

saale shaamsi Irani ast. 
= !%,5=9:;<+=E3?<=>3?/

'<+=DC+%!+=DA81.  

 Farwardin, ordibehisht 

wa khurdad mah-hai 

fasle bahar hastand. 

='???()*!"#F+=G !"#$%???&

>3/="+"%,=$ =H?I&=73J

9:@AJ=#3)4 . 

 Mehr, aaban wa aazar 

mah-hai fasle paayiz 

hastand. 

=#65=$=23?????????45=G%?????????)/

>3/ =K-!3????L=H????I&=73????J

9:@AJ. 

 Aaban maahe hastum 

saale shaamsi Irani ast. 
=M@???(J=>3???/=23???45=E3???<

=DA81'<+=DC+%!+.  

Note: This exercise is designed to teach you how to use the months of year in 

the sentences. 

9.5 EXERCISE-2 

Write in correct order  

Arrange in correct 

order 
Incorrect order persian  

Farwardin Khordaad  !"#$%& 1 
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 Esfand  2 

 Aazar  3 

 Aaban  4 

 Ordibehisht  5 

 Farwardin  6 

 Tir  7 

 Mordaad  8 

 Shahriwar  9 

 Mehr  10 

 Dey  11 

 Bahman  12 

9.6 EXERCISE-3 

Complete the following sentences according to Iranian calendar. 

1 …………………..  is the first month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 !"#$%& 

2 …………………..  is the second month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

3 …………………..  is the third month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

4 …………………..  is the fourth month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

5 …………………..  is the fifth month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

6 …………………..  is the sixth month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

7 …………………..  is the seventh month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

8 …………………..is the eighth month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

9 …………………..  is the ninth month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

10 …………………..  is the tenth month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

11 …………………..is the eleventh month of Iranian 

calendar. 
 

12 …………………..  is the twelfth month of Iranian  
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calendar. 

Note: This exercise is designed to clear your concept about the months of 

Iranian calendar. 

9.7 EXERCISE-4 

Translate in Persian. 

 Transliteration English Write in Persian 

1 Farwardin nakhustin 

mahe Iran ast. 
Farwardin is the first 

month of Iran. 
 

2 Shahriwar shashumin 

mahe Iran ast 
Shahriwar is the six 

month of Iran. 
 

3 Esfand aakhrin mahe 

Iran ast. 
Esfand is the last 

month of Iran. 
 

4 Aakhrin mah esfand 

bist-o nuh ruz daarad. 
The last month 

esfand has 29days. 
 

5 Dar saale kabise 

esfand si ruz daarad. 
In leap year esfand 

has thirty days. 
 

Note: Leap year is called sale kabise )NA-*O=E3<(  

9.8  EXERCISE-5  

Write the pronunciation of these words. 

Pronunciation Persian words 

  !"#$%& 

 '()*!"#F+ 

 "+"%, 

 %-. 

 "+"%/ 

 #0!%)1 

 %)/ 

 2345 

 #65 

 7" 

  8)4 

 9:;<+ 
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Note: This exercise is designed to teach you the correct pronunciation of the 

Iranian calendar months. 

9.9  EXERCISE-6  

Write these words in Persian. 

Transliteration Write in Persian 

Farwardin   

Ordibehesht   

Khordaad   

Tir   

Mordaad   

Shariwar   

Mehr   

Aaban   

Aazar   

Dey   

Bahman   

Esfand   

9.10  EXERCISE-7  

Complete the sentences  

(a) …………………comes after “Farwardin” but before “Khordaad”. 

(b) …………………comes after “Ordibehisht” but befire “Tir”. 

(c) ………………comes after “Tir” but before “Shahriwar”. 

(d) ……………….comes after “Mehr” but before “Aazar”. 

(e) ………………….comes after “Dey” but before “Esfand”. 

 

9.11  EXERCISE-8 

State whether True or False  

(a)  “Khordaad” is the last month of Iranian Calendar.  (     ) 

(b) “Farwardin” is the first month of Iranian calendar. (     ) 

(c)  “Aaban” is the 8
th

 month of Iranian calendar.   (     ) 

(d) “Dey” is the 2
nd

 month of Iranian calendar.  (     ) 

(e)  “Bahman” is the 11
th

 month of Iranian calendar.  (     ) 
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(f)  “Mordaad” is the 3

rd
 month of Iranian calendar.  (     ) 

(g) “Mehr” is the 7
th

 month of Iranian calendar.   (     ) 

(h) “Tir” is the 10
th

 month of Iranian calendar.   (     ) 

(i)  “Shahriwar” is the 6
th

 month of Iranian calendar.  (     ) 

(j)  “Esfand” id the 12
th

 month of Iranian calendar.  (     ) 

9.12   EXERCISE-9  

Four options are given below, which one is correct option. 

1) Choose the correct pronunciation  

(a) Furwardin    (b)   farwardin  

(b) Farwordin    (d)   ferwerdin  

2) Which one is the third month of the Iranian calendar 

(a)  Khordaad    (b)   Esfand  

(c)  Aaban    (d)   Mehr 

3)  Which month is the last month of Iranian Calendar? 

(a)  Bahaman    (b)   Esfand 

(c)  Dey    (d)   Mehr 

4)  Shahriwar is the… month of Iranian calendar. 

(a)  First      (b)   sixth  

(c)  Fourth     (d)   fifth  

5) Choose the right pronunciation of '()*!"#+  

(a)  Ordebaht     (b)   ordibehesht  

(c)  Ordibahest   (d)   ordebichest 

6) Choose the right pronunciation of #0!%)1  

(a)  Shariwaar    (b)   Shahriwar 

(c)  Shorewar     (d)   Shehrewer 

7) Choose the right pronunciation of "+"%, 

(a)  Khordaad     (b)   Kordad 

(c)  Kerdad     (d)   Kardar  

8) Choose the right pronunciation of "+"%/  

(a)  Mordaad     (b)   Mardod  

(c)  Merdad     (d)   Morded  

9) Choose the right pronunciation of 9:;<+  

(a)  Esfand     (b)  Esfund 

(c) Esfend    (d)  Esfind 

10) Tir is the… month of Iranian calendar. 
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(a)  First     (b)  Fourth 

(c)  Second     (d)  Third 

9.13  WRITING SKILL 

The Iranian calendar begins on first Farwardin (21
st
 March). Farwardin is the 

first month of Iranian calendar. First six months have 31 days, next five 

months have thirty days and the last month Esfand has 29 days and in the 

leap year, it has thirty days. 

9.14    TABLE-1  

This table contains only first six months which have thirty one days. 

Order according to the 

Iranian calendar 
Persian words used 

for the first six 

months of Iranian 

calendar. 

Pronunciation 

First month of the Iranian 

calendar 
 !"#$%& Farwardin  

Second month of the Iranian 

calendar 
"#+!'()*  Ordibehesht  

Third month of the Iranian 

calendar 
"+"%, Khordaad  

Fourth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
%-. Tir  

Fifth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
"+"%/ Mordaad  

Sixth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
#0!%)1 Shariwar  

Note: with the help of this table you can understand which month of Iranian 

calendar has thirty one days. 

9.15   EXERCISE-1 

Write at least five times the first six months which have thirty one days. 

1.  Use Persian words:  

1
st 2

nd 3
rd 4

th 5
th 6

th
 

      

2.  Use Persian words 

1
st 2

nd 3
rd 4

th 5
th 6

th
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3.  Use Persian words 

1
st 2

nd 3
rd 4

th 5
th 6

th
 

      

4.  Use Persian words 

1
st 2

nd 3
rd 4

th 5
th 6

th
 

      

5.  Use Persian words 

1
st 2

nd 3
rd 4

th 5
th 6

th
 

      

9.16    EXERCISE-2 

Write five times Persian words used for the first six months of Iranian 

calendar with their pronunciation. 

1. 

 Persian words for first six 

months  
Pronunciation 

1
st   

2
nd   

3
rd   

4
th   

5
th   

6
th   

2. 

 Persian words for first six months  Pronunciation 

1
st   

2
nd   

3
rd   

4
th   

5
th   

6
th   
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3. 

 Persian words for first six months  Pronunciation  

1
st   

2
nd   

3
rd   

4
th   

5
th   

6
th   

4. 

 Persian words for first six months  Pronunciation  

1
st   

2
nd   

3
rd   

4
th   

5
th   

6
th   

5. 

 Persian words for first six months  Pronunciation  

1
st   

2
nd   

3
rd   

4
th   

5
th   

6
th   

9.17   EXERCISE-3 

Match the following  

Order of Persian month Persian words 

First Persian month #0!%)1 
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Second Persian month "+"%/ 

Third Persian month %-. 

Fourth Persian month "+"%, 

Fifth Persian month '()*!"#F+ 

Sixth Persian month  !"#$%& 

Note: I am sure that by now you have got clear concept of first six month of 

Iranian calendar which have thirty one days. If you find any difficulty contact 

your Persian teacher / counselor. 

9.18   TABLE-2  

This table contains next five months which have thirty days and the last 

month Esfand has twenty nine days and in the leap year it has 30 days. 

Order according to 

the Iranian 

calendar 

Persian words used for the 

next five months of Iranian 

calendar 

Pronunciation 

7
th

 month of Iran %)/ Mehr 

8
th

 month of Iran 2345 Aabaan 

9
th

 month of Iran #65 Aazar 

10
th

 month of Iran 7" Dey 

11
th

 month of Iran  8)4 Bahman  

Note: with the help of this table you can understand which month of Iranian 

calendar has thirty days. 

9.19   EXERCISE-4 

Write at least five times the names of the five months that contains 30 days. 

1.  Use Persian words 

5
th 4

th 3
rd 2

nd 1
st
 

 

 

    

 

2.  Use Persian words 

5
th 4

th 3
rd 2

nd 1
st
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3.  Use Persian words 

5
th 4

th 3
rd 2

nd 1
st
 

     

4.  Use Persian words 

5
th 4

th 3
rd 2

nd 1
st
 

     

5.  Use Persian words 

5
th 4

th 3
rd 2

nd 1
st
 

     

9.20   EXERCISE-5 

Write five times Persian words used for the next five months of Iranian 

calendar with their pronounciation. 

1. 

 Persian words for next five months Pronunciation  

1
st
      

2
nd

      

3
rd

      

4
th

      

5
th
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2. 

Persian words for next five months Pronunciation 

    

    

    

    

    

3. 

Persian words for next five months Pronunciation  

    

    

    

    

    

4. 

Persian words for next five months Pronunciation  

    

    

    

    

    

5. 

Persian words for next five months Pronunciation  

    

    

    

    

    

Note: The last month “Esfand” has twenty nine days and in the leap year, 

it has thirty days. 
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9.21   EXERCISE-6 

Match the following. 

Order of the Persian month Persian words 

7
th

 month of Iranian calendar   8)4 

8
th

 month of Iranian calendar 7" 

9
th

 month of Iranian calendar #65 

10
th

 month of Iranian calendar 2345 

11
th

 month of Iranian calendar %)/ 

Note: I am sure that by now you have got clear concept of next five months 

of Iranian calendar which have thirty days. The last month “Esfand” has 

twenty nine days and in the leap year, it has thirty days. 
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UNIT 10 SEASON OF A YEAR   !" #$%&'$(  

(Fasl haaye saal) 

Structure 

10.0 Objectives 

10.1 Introduction  

10.2 Revision  

10.3 New Words 

10.4 Exercise-1 

10.5 Exercise-2 

10.6 Exercise-3  

10.7 Exercise-4  

10.8 Exercise-5 

10.9 Exercise-6 

10.10 Exercise-7 

10.11 Exercise-8 

10.12 Writing skills  

10.13 Exercise-9 

1014 Exercise-10 

10.0  OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this unit is to enable you to learn and make aware of 

the names of various seasons in Persian. This unit is supported by many 

exercises and examples to consolidate your learning. 

10.1  INTRODUCTION  

In this unit you will learn the names and months of a particular season of Iran 

in Persian, besides it you will learn how to pronounce it in Persian. This unit 

contains few exercises to enhance and consolidate your learning process and 

make you completely familiar with the names of seasons in Persian. The 

attempt has been made to ensure the practice of writing by given exercises 

based on seasons. 

 10.2  REVISION 

Let us start with a quick revision of what you have learnt in the previous unit. 

Match the following with correct meanings. 

English Persian 

First month of the Iranian calendar )*+ 
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Second month of the Iranian 

calendar 
,$-. 

Third month of the Iranian calendar /0. 

Fourth month of the Iranian calendar '1 

Fifth month of the Iranian calendar 23*- 

Sixth month of the Iranian calendar 456%7 

Seventh month of the Iranian 

calendar 
281/9)" 

Eighth month of the Iranian calendar :;*<81/=7 

Ninth month of the Iranian calendar 171)> 

Tenth month of the Iranian calendar )?@ 

Eleventh month of the Iranian 

calendar 
171)+ 

Twelfth month of the Iranian 

calendar 
/A8)*B 

10.3  NEW WORDS 

In this unit you will learn twenty new words related to the seasons. 

English Transliteration Persian 

Winter season Fasl-e Zemestaan  &C !" ,$DE+F  

Summer season Fasl-e Taabestaan &C !" ,$DE-$@  

Spring season Fasl-e Bahaar &C !" /$*-  

Rainy season Fasl-e Baaraan &C !" ,7/$-  

Monsoon season Fasl-e Mansun &C !" ,AEG$+  

Air Hawaa  7A( 

Water Aab  H. 

Hot Garm  I)J 

Cold Sard  1)% 

Snow barf K)- 
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Flood Seyl  ?% 

Sweat Araq L)M 

Vapor Bokhaar /$N- 

Sun Khorshid  !"#$% 

Fog Meh &' 

Hot waves Amwaaj-e Garm ()*$'*+,-  

Cold waves Amwaaj-e Sard ()*$'*.,/  

Wind Baad .01 

Visibility Wozouh 2$34 

Winter clothes Lebas-e Zemestaan (5067809:';  

Coat Kot <= 

Blanket Patu $9> 

Umbrella Chatr ,9? 

Raincoat Lebaas-e Baaraani (5067@A*#01  

Sweater Zhaakat <=*B 

Shining Derakhshaan 80C%#. 

10.4  EXERCISE-1 

Match the following words with correct meanings 

English Persian 

Coat .,/ 

Blanket <= 

Umbrella @A*#01 

Air $9> 

Water ,9? 
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Hot *$D 

Cold EF 

Raincoat +,- 

Sweater 80C%#. 

Shining <=*B 

10.5  EXERCISE-2  

Give the meanings of the following words 

English Persian Equivalent 

Flood  

Sweat  

Vapor  

Hot waves  

Cold waves  

Winter season  

Summer season  

10.6  EXERCISE-3  

Read the following sentences loudly to enhance your competency of the 

language. 

English Transliteration Persian 

Seasons of the year Faslhaaye saal GHI J0D K0/  

Four seasons in a 

year 
Chehar fasl dar yek saal (GHI(#0L?#. K0/(MN  

Winter is beautiful 

in Iran 
Zemestan dar Iran zibaa 

ast 
809:'; 06N;(8*,N*(#. 

(</* 

We see ice during 

winters 
Dar tool-e  zemestaan maa 

barf mibinim 
809:';(K$O(#. 0' (P,1

@' (Q!R!1  

People wear 

woolen clothes 
Mardom Lebaashaye 

pashmi mipoushand 
(+.,'5067 (J0D@SC> 

@' ( R"$>  

People love bonfire Mardom atish roshan 

kurdan dar zemestaan raa 
 T"4#(UVF(+.,' (8.,=
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 A#*. 

Temperature falls 

down in winters 
Dar zemestaan darjae 

haraarat paayin miuftad 
#. 809:'; (&W#.

(X#*,YT!N0> @'  NF   

Temperature rises 

in summer 
Dar taabestaan darjeye 

haraarat afzaayesh 

miyaabad 

#. 809:10V (&W#.

(X#*,Y@'(UN*ZI*  10N   

People wear light 

clothes during 

summer 

dar tool-e  taabestan 

Mardom lebashai subok 

mipoushand  

809:10V(K$O(#. (+.,'

5067 J0D M6/ 

@'  R"$>  

Delicious fruits are 

available in 

summer 

Miwehaye khoshmazeh 

dar taabestaan dar dastras 

hastand 

[$!' (J0D[ZS"$% (#.

809:10V (5,9/.(#.

 R9:D 

Days become 

bigger in summer 
Dar fasle-e Taabistan 

ruzha bbolandtar 

mishawand 

#. 809:10V(GHI ;4#0D 

,V R\1 @'  A$"   

Nights are shorter 

in summers 
Dar taabestan Shab-haa 

kutaah tar mishawand 
809:10V(#. ]" 0D 

[0V$= ,V @'  A$"  

10.7  EXERCISE-4 

Read the following sentences loudly to enhance your competency of the 

language 

English Transliteration Persian 

Rainy season brings 

greenery 
Fasl-e Baaraani sabze 

miaawarad 
(@A*#01(GHIZ6/J 

@' .#4F  

More rain causes 

floods 
Baaraan-a ziyaad ba’ese 

seil mishawad 
8*#01 (.0N;^_01 G!/ 

@' .$"  

Floods causes 

diseases  
Seel bae’se musibat ast (G!/_01</*(<6!H'(^  

Cleanliness is 

required during rainy 

season 

Paakizegi dar toul fasle 

baaraani laazem ast 
@-Z!=0> K$O(#. (GHI

(@A*#01+;` (</*  

Spring season is 

beautiful 
Fasl-e Bahaar zibaa ast (#0L1(GHI06N; </*  
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Flowers blooms in 

this season  
Gulha dar in fasl shekofte 

mishavand. 
\-0L #. GHI(TN* (&9ab"

 A$"(@'.  

Kids play in the 

garden 
Kudkaan dar baagh baazi 

mikunand 
(80=.$=#. c01 J;01 

@'  RR=  

Nature becomes 

extremely beautiful 

in spring 

Tabiat dar fasl-e Bahaar 

besyaar zibaa mishawad 
(<d!6O(#0L1(GHI(#.

#0!:1 @'(06N; .$"  

Temperature remains 

normal 
Darjaye haraarat ma’muli 

mimaand 
W#.e X#*,Y @7$Sd' 

@f01 @'   A0'  

People enjoy from 

this season 
Mardum az in fasl lazzat 

mibaaraand 
(+.,';* GHI(TN* Xg7 

@'  A,1  

10.8  EXERCISE-5 

Read the following sentences loudly to enhance your competency of the 

language, this exercise has been designed to understand few conversational 

sentences related to the seasons. 

English Transliteration Persian 

It is too hot Kheyli garm ast (@\!%+,- </*  

It is too cold Kheyli sard ast </*(.,/(@\!% 

It is raining  Baaraan mibaarad @'(8*#01 .#01  

I like rain  Man baaraan raa doust 

daaram 
T' 8*#01 *# (</4.

+#*.  

I like snow  Man barf raa doust 

daaram 
(T'P,1 (*#+#*.(</4.  

She likes spring season  Ou fasl-e Bahaar raa 

doust daarad 
(4*#0L1(GHI *# </4. 

.#*. 

He likes monsoon 

season 
Ou fasl-e baaraan raa 

doust daarad 
(4*(GHI*#(8*#01 </4. 

.#*. 

My friend bought a 

sweater 
Doust-e man yek 

zhaaket kharid 
T'(</4. MN <=*B 

 N,%  

My mother gave mean 

umbrella and raincoat. 
Maadram be man yek 

chatr wa Lebaas-e 

baaraani daad 

(+#.0'MN(T'(&1 4(,9? 

.*.(@A*#01(h5067.  
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Hot waves blow in 

summer 
Amwaaj-e Garm dar 

fasl-e Taabestan 

miwazand. 

)*$'* +,- (GHI(#.

809:10V @'  A;4.  

Cold waves blow in 

winter 
Amwaaj-e Sard dar 

Fasl-e Zemestaan 

miwazand. 

)*$'* .,/ (GHI(#.

809:'; @'  A;4.  

Air gets purer in 

monsoon 
Dar fasl-e  baaraan 

hawa paakize-tar 

mishawad 

#. (8*#01(GHI(*$D

[Z!=0> (,V@' .$"   

The sun rises in the east Khursheed az shrq 

tolou’ mikunud. 
( !"#$%;* i," j$\O 

@'  R=  

The suns sets in the 

west 
Khurshid dar ghrb 

ghorub mikunud. 
( !"#$%E,k(#. 

@'(E4,k  R=  

10.9  EXERCISE-6 

Give the Persian Equivalents of the following  

English Persian 

People love bonfire in winters  

Temperature falls down in 

winters 
 

I like rain   

I like snow   

Temperature remains normal  

The sun rises in the east  

The suns sets in the west  

Four seasons in a year  

Winter is beautiful in Iran  

We see ice during winters  

People wear woolen clothes  

10.10  EXERCISE-7 

Translate the following into English. 
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Persian English 

(@\!%+,- </*   

</*(.,/(@\!%  

@'(8*#01 .#01   

(@A*#01(GHI,/@'(JZ6/ .#4F   

GHI J0D K0/   

(GHI(#0L?#. K0/(MN   

809:'; 06N;(8*,N*(#. (</*   

,9?  

$D*   

EF  

+,-  

10.11  EXERCISE-8 

Match the following sentences  

English Persian 

Flowers blooms in this season  (@A*#01(GHI,/Z6/@'(J .#4F  

Kids play in the garden 8*#01 (.0N;^_01 G!/ @' .$"  

Nature becomes extremely 

beautiful in spring 
(G!/^_01 <6!H' </*  

Rainy season brings greenery (@-Z!=0>K$O(#. @A*#01(GHI +;` (</*  

More rain causes floods (#0L1(GHI06N; (,V</*  

Floods causes diseases  \-0L #. GHI(TN* @'  I$b" R  

Winter is beautiful in Iran [$!' (J0D[ZS"$% 809:10V(#. (#.

 R9:D(5,9/. 

We see ice during winters #. 809:10V(GHI ;4#0D  R\1 (,V@'  A$"   

People wear woolen clothes ]" (0D809:10V(#. [0V$= (,V@'  A$"  
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People love bonfire in winters 809:';(K$O(#. 0' lN @' (Q!R!1  

Delicious fruits are available 

in ummers 
(+.,'5067 (J0D@SC> @' ( R"$>  

Days become bigger in 

summer 
(+.,' (UVT"4# 8.,= 809:';(#. (*#

 A#*.(</4. 

Nights are shorter in summers 809:'; 06N;(8*,N*(#. </*  

10.12  WRITING SKILLS  

Now we expect that you can recognize easy letters / words by adjoining the 

two or more letters. In the following exercises we will try to develop your 

writing skills. 

10.13  EXERCISE-9  

Re-write the following letters. You are also suggested to pronounce them 

loudly. 

   <m=( <= 

   ( no +$V ( $9> 

   ,9?( ,9? 

   (01 +(*# +@A  @A*#01 

   (*B +<= ( <=*B 

   Dn(  +*4  $D*  

   EF EF 

   +,- +,- 

10.14  EXERCISE-10  

Add the following letters to form a word or sentence 

Persian English Join the letters 

  (E +(* +;  

  (E +(* +.  

  (p +(# ++  

  ([ +(4 +*  
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  (E +(* +(# +(* +8  

  (F +E  

  (F +(+ +(. +8  

  (# +(P +(X +8  

  (p +(P +(X +8  

  (E +([ +(* +#  

  (X +(* +(E +5  +(X +

(* +8  
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UNIT 11 IN THE RESTAURANT 

 !"#$%"&"'   (Dar resturan) 

Structure  

11.0 Objectives  

11.1 Introduction 

11.2 Revision  

11.3 New Words 

11.4 Exercise-1 

11.5 Exercise-2  

11.6 Exercise-3 

11.7 Exercise-4  

11.8 Exercise-5  

11.9 Exercise-6 

11.10 Exercise-7 

11.11 Writing skills 

11.12 Exercise-8 

11.13 Exercise-9 

11.14 Exercise-10  

11.15 Exercise-11 

11.0  OBJECTIVES  

The prime objective of this unit is to make you familiar with some common 

Persian words. You will also learn some Persian sentences used in a 

restaurant. 

11.1  INTRODUCTION  

In this unit you will learn how to express the actions of eating and drinking 

etc. in Persian while you go to a restaurant. 

11.2 REVISION  

Let us start with a quick revision of some Persian words that you have learnt 

in the previous unit. 
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11.3 NEW WORDS 

English Pronunciation Persian 

He went  Ou raft  !"#$% 

He entered  Ou waared shod &"%$#$% '(  

She sat on chair  Ou ruie sandali 

neshast  
#$%)*'+,#-$"  ./0  

She looked  Ou negaah kard / ou 

did  
#$%1230 #&45 /'6&#$%  

Soup  Sup 789 

She ate  Ou khord  $% &"8:  

Food  Gheza  %;< 

Bill  Surate hesaab =2.>#?"8, 

She paid the bill Ou Surate hesaab raa 

pardakht  
#$%=2.>#?"8, #%"

 :%&4@ 

Waiter  Peeskhedmat   A'B/C@ 

Menu card  Kaart-e menu #?"258+A  

She returned  Ou bur gasht  #$%D4 /E  

She took lunch Ou nahar khord  &"8:#"2F20#$% 

Everything  Hame chiz  GHFICJ 

Tip  Anaam   K2L0%  

You went Shomaa rafti )M!"#2H(  

We went  Maa rafteem  NCM!"#2A  

They went  Aanhan raftand  '+M!"#2O0P 

One man went  Yek mard raft   !"#&4A#Q6 

One women went  Yek zan raft   !"#RS#Q6 

Two friend went Do doust raftand  '+M!"# 9$&#$& 

Two sister went Do Khaahar raftand  '+M!"#4F%8:#$& 
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Two brother went Do Baraadar raftand  #$&'+M!"#"&%4D  

One wife and one 

husband went 
Yek zan va yek 

shohar raft. 
#4F8(#Q6#$#RS#Q6

 !" 

11.4  EXERCISE-1 

Read the following with meanings. While reading, pronounce them louadly. 

Meanings Pronunciation Persian 

He went  Ou raft   !"#$% 

She went  Ou raft   !"#$% 

She got down  Ou peyadeh shud '(#1&2C@#$% 

He got down  Ou peyadeh shud '(#1&2C@#$% 

I went  Man raftam  NM!"#TA 

I got down  Man peyadeh shudam  K'(#1&2C@#TA 

One man went  Yek mard raft   !"#&4A#Q6 

One woman went Yek zan raft   !"#RS#Q6 

He entered  Ou waared shud  '(#&"%$#$% 

She entered  Ou waared shod  '(#&"%$#$% 

He sat Ou neshast   ./0#$%  

She sat  Ou neshast   ./0#$% 

He looked Ou negaah kard  &45#1230#$% 

She looked  Ou negaah kard  &45#1230#$% 

I took a soup  Man yek sup gereftam  NM!4E#789#Q6#TA 

She took a soup Ou yek sup giraft   !4E#789#Q6#$% 

I read the menu 

card 
Man list-e ghazaa raa 

khaandam 
#%;<# .C*#TA#%"K'0%8:  

She read the menu 

card 
Ou list-e ghazaa 

khaand 
'0%8:#%"#%;<# .C*#$% 

I paid the bill Man surate hesaab raa #%"#=2.>#?"8,#TA
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pardakhtam  NM:%&4@ 

She paid the bill  Ou surate hesaab raa 

pardakht  
#%"#=2.>#?"8,#$%

 :%&4@ 

I returned from 

restaurant 
Man az rasturan 

bargashtam 
NM/E4D#R%"8M9"#S%#TA 

She returned from 

restaurant 
Ou az rasturan bargasht  /E4D#R%"8M9"#S%#$% 

11.5  EXERCISE-2 

The following exercise will enhance your ability of oral expression related to 

the action and works performed by a third person in the past. 

Match the following with correct meanings:  

Meanings  Pronunciation  Persian 

He entered  Ou warid shud  #%"#=2.>#?"8,#$%

 :%&4@ 

He sat Ou neshast   !4E#789#Q6#$% 

She took a 

soup 
Ou yek sup giraft  '(#&"%$#$% 

She paid the 

bill  
Ou surate hesaab pardakht   ./0#$% 

She got down  Ou piyadeh shud &45#1230#$% 

She looked  Ou negaah kard  '(#1&2C@#$% 

He went  Man piyadeh shodam K'(#1&2C@#TA 

I got down  Ou raft  !"#$% 

11.6  EXERCISE-3 

The following exercise will enhance your ability of oral expression related to 

the action and works performed by a second person in the past. 

Match the following with correct meanings:  

Meanings Pronunciation Persian 

You went Shomaa rafteed 'CM./0#2H( 

You sat Shomaa nishastid 'CM!"#2H( 

You ate Shomaa khordeed #%"#=2.>#?"8,#2H(

'CM:%&4@ 
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You paid the bill Shomaa minqar 

pardakhteed 
#2H('6&"8:  

You wrote Shomaa neweshteed #%"#%;<# .C*#2H(

'6'0%8: 

You asked Shomaa pursideed 'CM(80#2H( 

You read the menu 

card. 
Shomaa kart-e minu 

khaandeed 
'6'C94@#2H( 

11.7  EXERCISE-4 

The following exercise will enhance your ability of oral expression related to 

the action and works performed by a first person in the past. 

Match the following with correct meanings:  

Meanings Pronunciation Persian 

I looked Man nigah kardam K'C94@#TA 

I got down Man peyaade shodam  K&"8:#TA 

I read the 

menu card 
Man kart-e minu raa khaandam K&45#1230#TA 

I entered  Man waared shodam  K'(#1&2C@#TA 

I wrote Man neweshtam %;<# .C*#TA #%"

K'0%8: 

I sat  Man nes hastam  K'(#&"%$#TA 

I ate Man khordam NM(80#TA 

I asked  Man porseedam NM./0#TA 

11.8  EXERCISE-5  

The following exercise has been designed to test your ability to differentiate 

among first second and third persons. 

Match the following with correct meanings:  

Persian English 

He went '(#1&2C@#$% 

He got down  !"#$% 

I went  !"#&4A#Q6 

I got down NM!"#TA 

One man went K'(#1&2C@#TA 

One woman went  !"#RS#Q6 
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You went 'CM:%&4@#%"#=2.>#?"8,#2H( 

You sat '6&"8:#2H( 

You ate 'CM./0#2H( 

You paid the bill 'CM!"#2H( 

I ate K'C94@#TA 

I asked K&"8:#TA 

 

11.9  EXERCISE-6 

Translate the following words into Persian with looking at the meaning 

above, and while writing the Persian words pronounce them loudly. 

English Persian 

He entered   

She sat on chair   

She looked   

Soup   

She ate   

She paid the bill  

Waiter   

I wrote   

She wrote   

You went  

You sat   

You ate   

I ate  

I asked   

One man went   

One woman went  

11.10  EXERCISE-7 

Translate the following words into Persian with looking at the meaning 

above, and while writing the Persian words pronounce them loudly. 
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English Persian 

Maaheen wrote  

He sat   

Afsheen ate the food  

You entered the school   

I looked  

I got down  

I read the menu card  

Aakifa  took a soup  

Imaan  paid the bill   

You wrote  

You asked  

You read the menu card.  

Waiter   

11.11  WRITING SKILLS 

Before going through writing skills in this new unit, revise the writing skills 

imparted in the previous units. 

In this unit of writing skill we will learn more words to be written, like there 

will be nouns and verbs as well in writing skills of the present unit to enhance 

your knowledge of writing skills. 

11.12  EXERCISE-8 

Transliterate the following letters into Persian. The first one is done for you. 

Maah  Shah  raah Taal  Jaal  Maal  Saal  

12A 12( 1%" U2V U2W U2A U29 

Raaz Saaz Maaz Naaz Faash Laash Gaaj 

       

 

Rou Moo Raa Maa Tu Shomaa Man 
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Hal Jal Mal Fal Meez Reez Neez 

       

 

Maa Raa Taa Jaa Aa Naa Dar 

       

 

Man Tu Shomaa Aanhaa Maa Aab Raaz 

       

11.13  EXERCISE-9 

Transliterate the following words on the pattern given in the first row. You 

are also requested to pronounce them loudly and correctly. In case you face 

any difficulty in understanding the following exercise, contact ypur Persian 

teacher / counselor. 

Raftan Aamdan Goftan Khordan Rahzan Farzand 

TM!" R'AP# TMXE# R&"8: RIF" '0S4! 

 

Shostan Mordan Bastan Baareedan Raftan 

     

 

Aashamidan Khoftan Jostan zadan Shodan 

     

 

Neshastan Porsidan Neweshtan Goftan Maaleedan 

 

 

    

 

Farmoodan Kharidan Farookhtan Budan Aamadan 
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11.14  EXERCISE-10 

Transliterate the following words on the pattern given in the first row. You 

are also requested to pronounce them loudly and correctly. In case you face 

any difficulty in understanding the following exercise, contact your Persian 

teacher / counselor. 

Had Rad Mad Zad Raft 

'># &"# 'A# &S  !" 

 

Jad Fad Gad Bad Zad 

     

 

Shaad Maad Baar Laam Taam 

     

 

Salaam Sawaal Jawaab Khedmat Ghazaa 

     

 

Fiza Ghazaa Rezaa Mezaa Sezaa 

     

11.15  EXERCISE-11 

Transliterate the following words without the given pattern. You are also 

requested to pronounce them loudly and correctly. In case you face any 

difficulty in understanding the following exercise, contact your Persian 

teacher / counselor. 

raahi Shaahi Maahi Faani Jaani 

     

 

Ilm Zulm Fan Mard Zan 
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Aab Taab Meez Reez Sheer 

     

 

Sheereen Maaheen Raameen Aameen Afsheen 

     

 

Qalam Dawaat Kaghaz Maah Imaan 
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UNIT 12 IN THE GARDEN  !"#$%   (Dar 

Baagh) 

Structure  

12.0  Objectives  

12.1 Introduction  

12.2 Revision  

12.3 New Words 

12.4 Exercise-1  

12.5 Exercise-2  

12.6  Exercise-3  

12.7 Exercise-4  

12.8 Exercise-5 

12.9 Exercise-6 

12.10 Exercise-7 

12.11 Exercise-8 

12.12 Exercise-9 

12.13 Exercise-10 

12.14 Writing skills 

12.15 Exercise-11  

12.16 Exercise-12  

12.17 Exercise-13 

12. 0  OBJECTIVES  

This unit has been prepared to familiarize you with the common expressions 

that are used in daily life once you visit the garden. 

12.1  INTRODUCTION  

In this unit will learn more expressions on the matters related to the garden 

and off course of the daily use. You will also become familiar with the 

method of describing some human action in affirmative, negative and 

interrogative form. The unit also contains some exercises designed to 

enhance your writing skills. Let us start with a quick revision of Persian 

words / expressions that you have learnt in the previous unit. 
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12.2  REVISION  

Read the following words loudly. 

English Pronunciation Persian 

He went  Ou raft &'$#() 

He entered  Ou waared shud %$)(#()#*+  

Food  Ghazaa  ),- 

Bill  Surate hesab .!/0#1$23 

Waiter  Peeskhedmat  &4*5678 

Menu card  Kaart-e menu #1$!92:4  

Two friends went Do doust raftand  *:;'$#&<(%#(%#

Two sisters went Do Khaahar raftand  #=>)2?#(%
*:;'$#

You went Shomaa rafti @;'$#!A+#

We went  Maa rafteem  B7;'$#!4#

She returned  Ou baazgasht  #()&6CD!"  

She took lunch Ou naahaar khord  %$2?#$!>!E#() 

12.3  NEW WORDS 

English  Pronunciation  Persian  

Garden  Baagh  !"# 

Flower  Gol  $% 

Flowers  Golha  $% "&  

Rose  Gol-e Sorkh  $% '()  

Lotus  Gule Nelofer (*+,-. $% 

Tree  Derakht  /012 

Bush  Bute  34+# 

Lily  Zanbaq  56.7 

Jasmine  Yaasmin  89)": 

Friend  Doust  /);2 

She purchased  Ou kharid  ;< =:(0  

Then  Baad az / pas az   7< >?  @=A# 7<  

Morning  Sobh  B6C 

Evening  Asr  (DE 
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Was  Boud  2+# 

She reached  Ou rasid  ;< =-)1  

She plucked a 

flower  
Ou yek gol chid  =-H $% I: ;< 

She became happy  Ou khosh-haal shod  ;< J"KL+0 =L  

She did not pluck  Ou yek gul nachid  =-M. $% I: ;< 

12.4  EXERCISE-1  

Read carefully the Persian sentences and see how the Persian words / 

expression have been used. 

Meanings Transliteration Persian sentences 

Aakifa bought a 

car 
Aakifa yek maashin 

kharid 
E"NO3 =:(0 8-L"P I:.  

She got up in 

the morning  
Ou dar sobh bidaar 

shud 
=L 1<=-# B6C 12 ;< 

She rode the car  Ou sawar-e maashin 

shod 
=L 8-L"P 1<+) ;< 

She reached the 

garden  
Ou be baagh raseed =-)1 !"# 3# ;< 

There was a 

restaurant in the 

garden  

Aanjaaa yek resturan 

dar baagh bud 
 !"# 12 Q<1+R)1 I: "S.T

2+# 

She had tea in 

the restaurant  
Ou dar resturan 

chaai khurd 
21+0 U"H Q<1+R)1 12 ;< 

She sat under a 

tree 
Ou zir-e derakht 

neshist 
/VW. /012 (:7 ;< 

She looked at a 

flower  
Ou be gol negaah 

kard 
. $% 3# ;<X2(N Y"  

She did not 

pluck the flower  
Ou gul raa na chid . <1 $% ;<=-M  

She saw many 

types of flowers 
Akifa golha-e  

gunaguni raa deed 
E"NO3 $%  U"& Z.+%".+%

=:2 <1 

12.5  EXERCISE-2  

Read various forms of the verb with their meanings. While going through this 

exercise pronounce these verbs loudly. 

Meaning Transliteration Verbs 

She bought khareed =:(0 
He bought khareed =:(0 
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I bought khareedam [=:(0 

You bought khareedeed =:=:(0 

We got up bidar shudeem \:=L 1<=-# 

They got up bidar shodand =.=L 1<=-# 

I got up bidar shodam. [=L 1<=-# 

12. 6   EXERCISE-3  

Meaning Transliteration Persian 

I love the garden. Man baagh raa doust 

daaram. 
 <1 !"# 8P

 /);2[1<2.  
Aakifa came to the 

garden. 
Aakifa be baagh  

aamad. 
E"NO3  !"# 3#

=PT.  

I was in the garden. Man dar baagh budam  !"# 12 8P
[2+#.  

You were in the 

garden. 
Shomaa dar baagh 

budeed 
 !"# 12 "9L

=:2+#.  

You plucked a rose. Shomaa yek gol-e Surkh 

raa cheeded 
 '() $% "9L

=:=-H<1.  

She did not pluck the 

flower. 
Ou gol raa na na cheed. =-H <1 $% ;<.  

12.7  EXERCISE- 4  

Match the following verbs with correct meanings. 

English Persian 

You bought  \:=L 1<=-# 

We got up  =:=:(0 

They got up  [2+# !"# 12 8P.  

I was in the garden. =.=L 1<=-#.  

She did not pluck the flower =L J"KL+0 ;.  

And became happy =-H <1 $% ;<.  

12.8  EXERCISE- 5  

Match the following sentences / expression correctly. 

English Persian 

She had tea in the restaurant  [=L 1<=-# 
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She sat under a tree [2+# !"# 12 8P.  

She looked at a flower  =PT !"# 3# 8-FP.  

She did not pluck the flower  =L 8-L"P 1<+) ;<.  

I got up  U"H Q<1+R)1 12 ;<
21+0.  

I was in the garden  /VW. /012 (:7 ;<.  

Maheen came to the garden 2(N Y"]. $% 3# ;<.  

She rode the car   <1 $% ;<=-H  

12.9  EXERCISE-6  

Translate the following words into Persian without looking at the meanings 

given above, and while writing Persian words pronounce them loudly. 

English Persian 

She was   

Afsheen was in the garden   

She drove the car  

She sat  

Aakifa sat under the tree  

She became happy  

She reached  

She bought  

She plucked the flower  

Imaan loves rose  

12.10  EXERCISE-7  

The following exercise will help you to enhance your ability to express the 

sentences like “she did not reach” she did not pluck etc. in Persian. 

English Transliteration Persian 

She did not pluck 

flower 
Ou gol raa na cheed =-H 3. <1 $% ;<.  

She did not ride Ou sawar na-shod =W. 1<+) ;<.  

She did not eat Ou na-khord  21+^. ;<.  

She did not 

become happy 
Ou khush-haal na-

shod 
=W. J"KL+0 ;<. 

She did not get up Ou bidaar na-shod =W. 1<=-# ;<.  

She did not like 

flower 
Ou gul raa doust na-

darad 
 /);2 <1 $% ;<

21<=..  

She did not reach Ou na-raseed =-)(. ;<.  
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12.11  EXERCISE-8 

In this exercise you will learn the use of “was” and “were” to enhance your 

ability to express the sentences like “I was not” , “he was not” etc. 

English Transliteration Persian 

I was in the garden Man dar baagh 

budam 
[2+# !"# 12 8P 

I was not in the garden Man dar baagh 

na-budam 
[2+6. !"# 12 8P 

He was in the garden Ou dar baagh bud 2+# !"# 12 ;< 

He was not in the 

garden 
Ou dar baagh na-

bud 
2+6. !"# 12 ;< 

You were in the garden Shomaa dar 

baagh budeed 
=:2+# !"# 12 "9L 

You were not in the 

garden 
Shomaa dar 

baagh na-budeed 
 !"# 12 "9L

=:2+6. 

We were in the garden  Maa dar baagh 

budeem 
\:2+# !"# 12 "P 

We were not in the 

garden 
Maa dar baagh 

nabudeem  
 !"# 12 "P

\:2+6. 

They were in the 

garden 
Aanhaa dar baagh 

budand 
 !"# 12 "F.T

=.2+# 

They were not in the 

garden 
Aanhaa dar baagh 

nabudand 
 "F.T !"# 12

=.2+6. 

Maaheen was in the 

garden 
Maheen dar 

baagh bud 
2+# !"# 12 8-FP 

Maaheen was not in the 

garden 
Maheen dar 

baagh na-bud 
 !"# 12 8-FP

2+6. 

12.12  EXERCISE-9  

Match the following with correct Persian meanings 

English Persian 

She did not pluck flower  =W. J"KL+0 ;< 

She did not ride  /);2 <1 $% ;<
21<=..  

She did not eat 21+^. ;<.  

She did not become happy =W. 1<+) ;<.  

She did not get up =-)(. ;< 
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She did not reach =-M. <1 $% ;<.  

12.13  EXERCISE-10  

Match the following with correct meanings. 

English Persian 

We were in the garden   2+# !"# 12 "P\:  

We were not in the garden [2+6. !"# 12 8P 

I was in the garden  [2+# !"# 12 8P 

I was not in the garden \:2+6. !"# 12 "P 

Maaheen was in the garden 2+# !"# 12 ;< 

Maaheen was not in the garden 2+# !"# 12 8-FP 

He was in the garden 2+6. !"# 12 8-FP 

12.14  WRITING SKILLS 

Now we expect that you can recognize easy letters / words by adjoining the 

two or more letters. In the following exercises we will try to develop your 

writing skills. 

12.15  EXERCISE-11  

Re-write the following letters. You are also suggested to pronounce them 

loudly. 

   U< ;< T 

   ei oo Aa 

      

   Z# +# "# 

      

   Z4 +4 "4 

      

   Z_ +_ "_ 

      

   +? Z? "? 

      

   +. Z. ". 
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   +L ZL "L 

      

   +N ZN "N 

      

 

12.16  EXERCISE-12 

Re-write the following letters. You are also suggested to pronounce them 

loudly. 

   U2<2 ;2<2 <2<2 

   Daadi  Daadu Daada 

      

   Z#"# +#"# "#"# 

      

    ZP"P +P"P "P"P 

      

   Z.". +.". ".". 

      

   ZH"H +H"H "H"H 

      

    +_<1 "_<1 

      

    =:=PT =PT 

      

    ZR*1 /*1 

12.17  EXERCISE-13  

Transliterate the following and write in the box provided 

   1<7"# 
Baazaar 

1<7"# 
Baazaar 

1<7"# 
Baazaar 

     Q<1"# 

     "`LT 

     a<(L 

     Y"P 

     Y<1 

     b"* 

     7<1 

 








